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Abstract—As the most promising blue ocean industry, B2C cross-border e-commerce is growing rapidly with the support of government policies. This paper takes two of the country’s biggest B2C cross-border e-commerce platforms as research objects, uses the method of comparative analysis to analyze them, aims to provide reference for building and enhancing the B2C cross-border e-commerce platforms and businesses. The AliExpress is a subsidiary of Alibaba which faces to the global market and it aims at building communication between small and medium enterprises and wholesalers. DHgate was established in 2004, helps Chinese SMEs to take advantage of cross-border e-commerce platforms to connect with the world market. In the condition of merchants settled, DHgate is more lenient than the AliExpress. In the logistics, DHgate supports more logistics ways, and it provides a more convenient online delivery service, simplified the sellers’ logistics delivery processes. And AliExpress has advantage in withdrawing via RMB accounts, and DHgate has advantage in withdrawing via US dollars accounts. Besides, AliExpress can offer more marketing tools to the sellers, and the DHgate has more diverse marketing methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cross border e-commerce is an international business that using the internet technology to build e-commerce platform for trading and payment, and distributing goods by cross-border logistics. In recent years, the cross-border e-commerce develops rapidly in China. The monitoring data from China Electronic Commerce Research Center shows that China cross-border e-commerce transactions amounted to 1.6 trillion yuan in 2011, 2012 is about 2 trillion yuan, 2013 exceeded 3.1 trillion yuan, and to 2014 first half of the year has reached 3 trillion, 2016 is expected to increase to 6.45 trillion yuan. The data from Commerce Department shows that more than 5000 cross-border business enterprises have arose in China.

There are two research methods used in this paper, one is the literature-search method. In order to make this paper more persuasive, we used multiple search engines to search the relevant data, so that we can collect the theory and data. The other method is comparative analysis. By comparing and analyzing the AliExpress and DHgate, we can get the difference between these two platforms.

In this paper, the researching-data is mainly from the AliExpress ‘s website (seller.aliexpress.com) and the DHgate’s website (www.dhgate.com).

II. THE INTRODUCTION OF TWO PLATFORMS

A. The Introduction of AliExpress

The AliExpress, which is known as the “global taobao”, was launched on April 2010. It aims at building communication between small and medium enterprises and wholesalers, carrying out the rapid sales of small lots and expanding the profit space. The AliExpress is an integrated international online trading platform with functions to order, payment, logistics, it is the only subsidiary of Alibaba which faces to the global market. The AliExpress services the overseas customers, it uses the alipay account to guarantee the transactions and the international logistics to deliver goods. It is the world’s third largest online shopping platform.

In the early days of the AliExpress, it mainly focused on the small online foreign-trade-wholesale, its buyers were mostly foreign small businesses, which engaged in small wholesale purchasing and other small businesses. With the rapidly development of the AliExpress, the buyers’ crowd has changed, more and more individual buyers gathered to the AliExpress, replaced the small businesses and become the mainstream buyer groups. The 65% of the AliExpress’ buyers are individual buyers, the rest are mainly engaged in small wholesale businesses. As a result, in order to satisfy the oversea individual buyers, the AliExpress announced that it has change into a global shopping platform from a small online foreign-trade-wholesales platform in March 26, 2013.

As of March 2013, the range of AliExpress services has reached more than 220 countries and regions, covering apparel, home furnishing, 3C appliances, jewelry, and other 30 industry categories, its dominant industry are apparel, mobile communications, beauty health, shoes, bags, consumer electronics, jewelry, watches, home furnishing, computer, car and motorcycle accessories, lamps, etc. The merchandise which are in line with smaller, higher value-added, with a unique, prices are reasonable and the outside of the ban- restricted goods these conditions can be sole on AliExpress. More than 50 million overseas buyers visit the AliExpress in one day, its turnover sustained annual growth rate over 400%, and the alexa ranking of AliExpress is 41.
B. The Introduction of DHgate

DHgate was established in 2004, is the world's leading online trading platform for foreign trades. DHgate is committed to helping Chinese’s SMEs to take advantage of cross-border e-commerce platforms to the world market, opens up new international trade routes, makes online transactions become more simple, safe and efficient.

DHgate uses commission system, free registration fee, charged only after successful transaction between buyers and sellers. According to Paypal trading platform data, it shows that the online trade turnover of DHgate ranks the first in Asia-Pacific, it is the world's sixth-ranked e-commerce platform. At the same time, DHgate cooperates with foreign large enterprises actively, it is the largest customer of Paypal in Asia-Pacific, and it is the important strategic partner of Google and eBay in Chinese market as well. DHgate is also the business partner of UPS and the UPS’s services are embedded into DHgate’s platform.

DHgate announced the completion of several hundred million dollars financing in September 12 2014, the capital-injection institutions were CRE and TDF. After the million dollars financing in September 12 2014, the UPS’s services are embedded into DHgate’s platform. DHgate is also the business partner of UPS and the strategic partner of Google and eBay in Chinese market as customer of Paypal in Asia-Pacific, and it is the important with foreign large enterprises actively, it is the largest in Asia-Pacific, it is the world's sixth-ranked e-commerce platforms to the world market.

C. Payment And Transfer

The sellers of AliExpress can set RMB accounts and US dollar accounts on the platform. After the buyers confirm receipt and agree to the sellers, the platform will transfer the sellers’ different accounts based on the payment methods of the buyers: when the buyers choose a credit card, the money will transfer into the sellers’ Alipay accounts (RMB accounts), or the sellers’ dollar accounts. Joining the AliExpress “special loan program” and enjoying special transferring service, the sellers’ accounts can be transferred after delivery by the sellers and audited by AliExpress. In terms of fees, RMB accounts withdrawals do not charge fees, but the US dollar accounts need $ 15 fee. Further international Alipay service for sellers to charge 5% of each order. The AliExpress provides credit services to good credit sellers, daily interest is 0.5‰.

In DHgate, the sellers can set RMB accounts and US dollar accounts as well. The difference is that, after the buyers confirm receipt and agree to the sellers, the platform will transfer the sellers’ RMB accounts in the form of dollar. The DHgate also provides advance transferring service for the application-accepted sellers, but only part of the exchange rate when withdrawing by the RMB accounts (the specific exchange rate is subject to the current rate of funds.
credited into accounts), and it needs to charge the amount of 1% of the extract as a third party exchange fee; When withdrawing by the RMB accounts, when the virtual accounts’ balance is greater than equal to $ 5,000, DHgate will bear the required handling charge; When the virtual accounts balance is less than $ 5,000, DHgate requires the sellers to bear $ 15 fee. DHgate gets commission from buyers rather than sellers: the quote above $ 200, the commission ratio is 4.5%; the quote below $ 200, the commission ratio is 10-14%. The DHgate also provides credit services to good credit sellers, daily interest is 0.417‰, and charge the 1% of the credit limit as the handling charge.

Both contrast, AliExpress has advantage in withdrawing via RMB accounts, and DHgate has advantage in withdrawing via US dollars accounts. In orders’ commission, although AliExpress requires sellers charge 5% of the fee for each order, this fee will add to the prices of the goods finally and borne by the buyers. Therefore DHgate’s fee is less when the orders’ price is less than $ 200, and when the orders’ price is more than $ 200 the AliExpress’ fee is less. In the aspect of loans, AliExpress loans without fees, but its ratio is higher than DHgate.

D. Marketing

There are a lot of marketing tools that sellers can use in AliExpress. Except the limit period and discount, full set reduction, shopping coupon, shopping discount these self-marketing tools, the AliExpress also offers E-mail marketing, affiliate marketing, AliExpress train, shop subscription and other marketing tools. AliExpress platform also organizes promotional activities and group-buying activities to help increase the exposure and the sales of the sellers, such as SuperDeals, Weekend Deal, GaGa Deals, Russia Group Buying and other activities. The AliExpress also provides the sellers historical customers’ information statistical functions to facilitate the sellers’ secondary marketing. AliExpress data blocks provides business analysis functions to sellers, including the Real-Time -Storm, which can search the amount within 24 hours of exposure, views, number of visitors, number of pages per visit; The Shop-Overview, which can analyze the historical traffic and the retail transactions. The AliExpress also offers the analysis of the retail traffic sources function, the analysis of the store decoration trends function, the analysis of the commodity specific data function. Sellers can make appropriate marketing strategies for the products through the analysis of these detail data. The data blocks offers opportunities-discovery function as well, includes the analysis of various industries overview and the information of the blue sea industries. It also provides the products-chosen expert function that can analyze the hot-sell products and hot-search products, and the search-word analyzing function that can analyze the hot-search words, the burst words and the cold-search words. The opportunities-discovery function can provide data reference for the sellers when they settle into industries and selling products, help the sellers make decisions.

DHgate provides the sellers with the shopping activities (including discounts and price reduction directly) and coupon these self-marketing tools. Besides, DHgate also offers a series of marketing tools, such as the Google shopping marketing, products-traffic-train, fixed-price advertising, bidding advertising, exhibition plan, sunflower, DHgate international consortium, mail marketing, visual advertising, platform activity etc. DHgate helps the sellers with their secondary marketing through My Buyers block. DHgate provides sellers with the Data Intelligence Tools for data analyzing, including the shop overview function that can check the shops’ operating data, the industries overview function that can analyze the market information and mining the business opportunities, the search-words tracing function that can analyze that buyers’ behaviors and buyers’ information deeply. However, only the shop overview function is free to the buyers, the other functions need charge.

In contrast, AliExpress offers more marketing tools to the sellers, and the DHgate has more diverse marketing methods. The former provides the sellers with data analyzing tools for free, the latter needs charge.

E. Customers Service

In the aspect of customers’ service, both AliExpress and DHgate have the complete protocols and disputes handling system, helping settle the disputes between sellers and buyers: In the aspect of pre-delivery protocol, AliExpress allows the buyers cancel the orders after the orders paid successfully and before the sellers deliver the goods, it is more favorable for buyers. But the buyers of the DHgate just can cancel the orders after 24 hours they pay the orders successfully, it is more favorable for sellers. In the aspect of delivery protocol, if the sellers’ promising-delivery-time is less than 5 days, buyers can apply for refunds as soon as the sellers deliver goods; if the sellers’ promising-delivery-time is no less than 5 days, buyers can apply for refunds after 5 days the sellers deliver goods. DHgate allows the buyers apply for refunds in 4-120 days after the sellers deliver the goods. Both of AliExpress and DHgate assure the rights of the buyers. In the aspect of platforms intervene disputes, under the circumstance of both of buyers and sellers cannot reach a consensus, the system will commit the disputes to the AliExpress to adjudicate 16 days after the dispute rose automatically, AliExpress will handle the disputes in 2 working days. But the DHgate disputes-automatic-commit-time is 11 days after the dispute rose, it is more efficient than the AliExpress.

In terms of customer communication channels, the AliExpress provides the station letter, e-mail and the instant chatting software TradeManager, the DHgate provides the station letter, e-mail and the DHgate Communication software. DHgate also can set sub-accounts based on the main account, and give them different rights, so they can help the main account serve the customers better. In terms of the shop credit rating system, the credit level of AliExpress is divided into 15 levels, each level is clearly represented by the rating signs combined by medal, diamond or crown. The credit level of DHgate is divided into 4 levels: top, perfect, standard and lower-standard, only the top and the perfect level has the appropriate sign. Therefore the AliExpress has more complete credit system. In addition, DHgate has the Foreign Buy block, it can display the requests of the customers and connect the customers with the sellers.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Cross-border e-commerce develops rapidly at the stimulating of domestic and international economic environment and the supports of the policies. In the various forms of the cross-border e-commerce, B2C, the form that connects the enterprises and buyers directly, has a great potential. Cross-border e-commerce platforms, as the bridges of the sellers and the buyers, they play very important roles. This paper takes two of the country's biggest B2C cross-border e-commerce platforms as research objects, uses the method of comparative analysis to analyze them from 5 aspects: merchants settled, overseas logistics, payment loans, marketing and customer service. Because of the limit of the information, the research has the inadequate in depth study.
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